**TL-HEX COMPONENTS**

**Full Rings**
- 56-20000 Full Ring, 140mm, TL-HEX
- 56-20010 Full Ring, 160mm, TL-HEX
- 56-20020 Full Ring, 180mm, TL-HEX
- 56-20030 Full Ring, 200mm, TL-HEX
- 56-20040 Full Ring, 220mm, TL-HEX (Sterile)
- 56-21000 5/8 Ring, 140mm, TL-HEX
- 56-21010 5/8 Ring, 160mm, TL-HEX
- 56-21020 5/8 Ring, 180mm, TL-HEX
- 56-21030 5/8 Ring, 200mm, TL-HEX
- 56-21040 5/8 Ring, 220mm, TL-HEX (Sterile)

**Number Clips**
- 56-10200 Number Clip, #1, TL-HEX
- 56-10210 Number Clip, #2, TL-HEX
- 56-10220 Number Clip, #3, TL-HEX
- 56-10230 Number Clip, #4, TL-HEX
- 56-10240 Number Clip, #5, TL-HEX
- 56-10250 Number Clip, #6, TL-HEX

**Direction Clips**
- 56-10260 Direction Clip Kit, TL-HEX (6 pcs)

**Struts**
- Short
  - 50-10200 Short Strut TL-HEX - 92mm-122mm
- Medium
  - 50-10300 Medium Strut TL-HEX - 114mm-184mm
- Long
  - 50-10400 Long Strut TL-HEX - 158mm-318mm

**TL-HEX Strut Exchange Kit** cod. 50-10500
- 50-10500 TL-HEX Medium Quick Adjust Strut
- 50-10510 TL-HEX Short Quick Adjust Strut
- 50-10520 TL-HEX Long Quick Adjust Strut
- 50-10530 TL-HEX 1/8” Hex Quick Adjust Strut
- 50-10540 TL-HEX 1/8” Hex Quick Adjust Strut

**Struts Tray**
- 50-10200 Strut Exchange Kit A, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (18 Strut Direction Clips)
- 50-10210 Strut Exchange Kit B, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (9 Strut Direction Clips)
- 50-10220 Strut Exchange Kit C, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (6 Strut Direction Clips)
- 50-10230 Strut Exchange Kit D, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (4 Strut Direction Clips)
- 50-10240 Strut Exchange Kit E, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (3 Strut Direction Clips)
- 50-10250 Strut Exchange Kit F, TL-HEX - 2 Rigs (2 Strut Direction Clips)

**Product Compatibility**
- All TL-HEX components are fully compatible with the TrueLok Ring Fixation System. Please refer to: TL-1201-OPT and TL-1204-FL.

**The future of the hexapod system built on solid circular fixation experience**

Manufactured by: ORTHOFIX Srl
Via Delle Nazioni 9
37012 Bussolengo (Verona)
Italy
Telephone +39 045 6719000
Fax +39 045 6719380

Your Distributor is: HEX...cellent
The intuitive and user-friendly web-based TL-HEX software is empowering all surgeons who want a comprehensive support throughout pre/intra/postoperative phases. TL-HEX struts are available in three sizes (short, medium, long), providing adjustment range from 92mm to a maximum extension of 318mm. TL-HEX and TrueLok Ring Fixation System were designed in collaboration with Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children and preserve most of the original principles and methodology of Professor Ilizarov, while providing modern hardware and software. The distinctive strut design allows performing acute and gradual adjustment in deformity correction and complex trauma procedures. TL-HEX provides exceptional stability due to its unique aluminum-stainless steel and metal-plastic interface. TL-HEX provides simplified hardware and software for both Deformity and Trauma management. HEX...cellent PERFORMANCE.

HEX...cellent EXPERIENCE
TL-HEX and TrueLok Ring Fixation System were designed in collaboration with Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children and preserve most of the original principles and methodology of Professor Ilizarov, while providing modern hardware and software.

Stable
TL-HEX provides exceptional stability due to its unique aluminum-stainless steel and metal-plastic interface.

Simple
Software for both Deformity and Trauma management.

Versatile
Adjustment in deformity correction and complex trauma procedures.

HEX...cellent ADJUSTMENT
TL-HEX struts consist of two telescoping aluminum tubes, which can be locked together at various lengths using the side locking bolt and clamp washer.

Rapid Adjustment
One set screw locks down both struts.

Fast Locking
The number clips indicate the strut number and the direction clips indicate the direction of gradual adjustment to simplify the patient interaction with the frame.

Easy Adjustment
Simple pull and click method for patient adjustment.

Software
The intuitive and user-friendly web-based TL-HEX software is empowering all surgeons who want a comprehensive support throughout pre/intra/postoperative phases.

Hardware
TL-HEX full rings and 5/8 rings are available in 5 sizes with internal diameters of 140mm, 160mm, 180mm, 200mm and 220mm.

Software
The intuitive and user-friendly web-based TL-HEX software is empowering all surgeons who want a comprehensive support throughout pre/intra/postoperative phases.

Rings
TL-HEX full rings and 5/8 rings are available in 5 sizes with internal diameters of 140mm, 160mm, 180mm, 200mm and 220mm.